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Abstract
We propose estimation methods for unnormalized models with missing data.
The key concept is to combine a modern imputation technique with estimators for
unnormalized models including noise contrastive estimation and score matching.
Further, we derive asymptotic distributions of the proposed estimators and con-
struct the confidence intervals. The application to truncated Gaussian graphical
models with missing data shows the validity of the proposed methods.
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1 Introduction
Several statistical models are presented in the form of unnormalized densities and
the calculation of the normalization constant (or the partition function) is intractable.
Namely,
p(x; θ) =
1
Z(θ)
p˜(x; θ), (1)
where Z(θ) =
∫
p˜(x; θ)µ(dx), µ is a baseline measure such as Lebesgue measure
or counting measure, and we only have access to p˜(x; θ). Such unnormalized mod-
els are widely used in many settings: Markov random fields (Besag, 1975), Boltz-
mann machines (Hinton, 2002), overcomplete independent component analysis models
(Hyva¨rinen et al., 2001) and graphical models (Lin et al., 2016; Yu et al., 2016). Sev-
eral methods for estimating θ have been developed such as noise contrastive estimation
(NCE) (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen, 2010) and score matching (Hyva¨rinen, 2005).
In this study, we investigate the estimation methods of unnormalized models with
missing data. Missing data is frequently encountered and may cause nonresponse bias
(Little and Rubin, 2002). Thus, how to handle missing data is an important problem.
Our problem setting is as follows. Let x be sampled from the unnormalized model
(1) and suppose that we observe only part of x, which is denote by xobs. The objective
of this study is to estimate θ based on the observed data xobs. The existing estima-
tion methods for unnormalized models are not applicable here since all these methods
assume that the complete data is fully observed.
To solve this issue, we develop estimation methods that are developed through com-
bination of NCE and score matching with fractional imputation (Kim, 2011), which is
a computationally efficient technique for the missing data free from Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC). Note that Rhodes and Gutmann (2019) proposed a variational
NCE for unnormalized latent variable models corresponding to a special case of the
current problem (missing at random, MAR). Though variational inference is fast and
useful for a large–scale problem, it is challenging to conduct statistical inference (Blei et al.,
2017). On the other hand, the proposed methods enable the construction of confidence
intervals based on the asymptotic theory. In addition, the proposed methods are valid
under general missing mechanisms, including missing not at random (MNAR) case.
Our main contributions are as follows.
• We propose imputation estimators for unnormalized models with missing data.
These estimators are consistent under the general missing mechanism, including
an MNAR case, and are computationally efficient.
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• We derive the asymptotic distributions of the proposed estimators and construct
confidence intervals.
• We confirm the validity of the proposed methods in a simulation with truncated
Gaussian graphical models with missing data.
2 Preliminary
2.1 Notations
The parameters with a zero in the subscript such as θ0 and τ0, denote the true pa-
rameters. The notation ∇θ denotes a differentiation with respect to θ, and t(x)⊗2 =
t(x)t(x)⊤. The expectation and variance of f(x) under the density g(x) is denoted
as Eg[f(x)] and varg[f(x)], respectively. We often omit the subscript when it is ob-
vious from the context. We present a summary of the notation in the Supplementary
materials.
2.2 Missing data and imputation methods
We briefly review the framework of the missing data and the imputation methods. For
more details, see Kim and Shao (2013).
Suppose that {xi}ni=1 are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) sam-
ples from a distribution with density p(x; θ). We consider the situation where some
part of xi may be missing. Let {δi}ni=1 be the missing indicators. Accordingly,
xi = (xi,obs, xi,mis) is fully observed when δi = 1, while only xi,obs is observed and
xi,mis is missing when δi = 0. We assume that δi follows the Bernoulli distribution
with probability Pr(δi = 1 | xi). The case with several missing patterns (the dimen-
sion of xi,obs may differ with i) can be easily considered by extending this notation
(Seaman et al., 2013).
The missing mechanism is called missing at random (MAR) if Pr(δ = 1 | x) =
Pr(δ = 1 | xobs) holds. Importantly, the selection mechanism can be ignored for
estimation of θ in the MAR cases (Little and Rubin, 2002), because
p(xobs; θ) =
∫
p(xobs, xmis; θ)Pr(δ | x)µ(dxmis)
∝
∫
p(xobs, xmis; θ)µ(dxmis).
As a special case of MAR, a missing mechanism is referred to as missing completely
at random (MCAR) if Pr(δ = 1 | x) does not depend on x at all. When the MAR does
not hold, the missing mechanism is referred to as missing not at random (MNAR).
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For estimating θ from observations, the fundamental algorithm is the Expecta-
tion Maximization (EM) algorithm (Dempster et al., 1977; Meng and Van Dyk, 1997),
which maximizes the observed likelihood p(xobs; θ). Equivalently, the EM algorithm
solves the following observed (mean) score equation with respect to θ (Louis, 1982;
Elashoff and Ryan, 2004):
1
n
n∑
i=1
E [∇θ log p(xi; θ) | xi,obs; θ] = 0. (2)
However, the EM algorithm requires a closed-form expression of the conditional ex-
pectation in (2), which is often intractable. To solve this problem, Fractional Imputa-
tion (FI) has been proposed (Kim, 2011; Yang and Kim, 2016), which is closely con-
nected with the Monte Carlo EM algorithm (Wei and Tanner, 1990). FI is fast because
it uses only importance sampling as an approximation procedure, and does not rely
on MCMC. However, it is difficult to approximate the conditional expectation using
only importance sampling for large-scale problems. In such cases, Multiple Imputa-
tion (MI) is commonly used, which utilizes MCMC for approximation (Rubin, 1987;
Murray, 2018).
2.3 Estimation methods for unnormalized models
Several methods have been developed for estimating unnormalized models such as
score matching (Hyva¨rinen, 2005), noise contrastive estimation (NCE) (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen,
2010), Monte Carlo maximum likelihood estimation (Monte CarloMLE) (Geyer, 1994),
and contrastive divergence (CD) (Hinton, 2002). We briefly review NCE and score
matching in the following. Note that both methods take the form of Z-estimators or
M-estimators (van der Vaart, 1998).
2.3.1 Generalized NCE
We review the generalized NCE from the divergence perspective (Pihlaja et al., 2010;
Gutmann and Hirayama, 2011). Suppose we have x = {xi}ni=1 from the true distribu-
tion with density g(x), and y = {yi}ni=1 from a noise distribution with density a(y).
Note that all the algorithms below can be easily extended to the case where the noise
sample size is different from the original sample size.
In the NCE, we introduce a one-parameter extendedmodel q(x; τ) = exp(−c)p˜(x; θ),
where τ = (c, θ⊤)⊤ and c is an unknown nuisance parameter to approximate the nor-
malizing constant. Note that it is different from the normalized model p(x; θ). For
a twice differentiable strictly convex function f(·), a noise contrastive divergence is
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defined as
DNC(g, q(x; τ)) =
∫
Brf
(
g(x)
a(x)
,
q(x; τ)
a(x)
)
a(x)µ(dx), (3)
where Brf (o1, o2) is given by f(o1)− f(o2)− f ′(o2)(o1 − o2), and f(·) is the diver-
gence function. By subtracting a term not associated with θ fromDNC(g, q(x; τ)), the
cross entropy between g(x) and q(x; τ) is given by
dNC(g, p) = Eg(x) [Mnc1(x)] + Ea(y) [Mnc2(y)] ,
where
Mnc1(x) = − 1
n
n∑
i=1
f ′((r(xi)),
Mnc2(y) =
1
n
n∑
j=1
{f ′ (r(yj)) r(yj)− f(r(yj))} ,
and q(x; τ)/a(x) = r(x; τ). The objective function is defined asMnc1(x) +Mnc2(y)
because DNC(g, q(x; τ)) takes the maximum when τ is equal to τ0. NCE is defined
as the minimizer of this objective function regarding τ . By differentiating the above
dNC(g, q(x; τ)) regarding τ , the following moment condition is obtained:
Eg(x) [Znc1(x; τ)] + Ea(y) [Znc2(y; τ)] |τ0 = 0, (4)
where Znc1(x) = 1/n
∑n
i=1 znc1(xi; τ), Znc2(y) = 1/n
∑n
j=1 znc2(yj ; τ),
znc1(x) = −∇τ log q(x; τ)f ′′ (r(x; τ)) r(x; τ),
znc2(y) = ∇τ log q(y; τ)f ′′ (r(y; τ)) r(y; τ)2.
The estimator is also regarded as the solution toZnc(x,y; τ) = 0whereZnc(x,y; τ) =
Znc1(x; τ) + Znc2(y; τ). Specific examples of an objective function are as follows.
Example 2.1 (Monte Carlo MLE) When f(x) = x log x, the generalized NCE is de-
fined as the minimizer of the following function with respect to τ :
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
log q(xi; τ) +

 1
n
n∑
j=1
r(yj ; τ)

 .
The objective function is essentially the same as the Monte Carlo MLE by profiling-out
c (Geyer, 1994).
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Example 2.2 (Original NCE) When f(x) = x log x− (1 + x) log(1 + x), the gener-
alized NCE is defined as the minimizer of the following function with respect to τ :
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
r(xi; τ)
r(xi; τ) + 1
− 1
n
n∑
j=1
1
r(yj ; τ) + 1
.
In this case, the objective function is the same as the original NCE (Gutmann and Hyva¨rinen,
2010). The function f(x) is optimal from the perspective of asymptotic variance
(Uehara et al., 2018).
2.3.2 Generalized score matching
Next, we review the score matching approach. The original score matching is intro-
duced as a tool for minimizing the distance between the score function of the model
and the data score function (Hyva¨rinen, 2005). It has been generalized to many set-
tings: for truncated distributions (Hyva¨rinen, 2007; Lin et al., 2016), the cases involv-
ing high-order score functions (Lyu, 2009; Dawid et al., 2012; Parry et al., 2012). Here,
we introduce score matching from the divergence perspective.
The divergence between p˜(x; θ) and p˜(x; θ′) of the score matching,DSC(p˜(x; θ), p˜(x; θ
′)),
is given by ∫ dx∑
s=1
Brf (−cs(x; θ),−cs(x; θ′)) g(x)µ(dx), (5)
where cs(x; θ) = ∇xs log p˜(x; θ), xs is the s–th coordinate of x, dx is the dimension
of x, and f(·) is the divergence function. Here, note that cs(x; θ) is different from
the score function ∇θ log p(x; θ) in the usual sense. The cross entropy is defined as
Eg(x)[Msc(x; θ)], whereMsc(x; θ) = n
−1
∑n
i=1 msc(xi), andmsc(x) is
dx∑
s=1
{−f (cs(x)) +∇xs (f ′(cs(x))) + f ′(cs(x))cs(x)} . (6)
The estimator is defined as the minimizer of the objective function Msc(x; θ) with
respect to θ.
Example 2.3 (Score matching) Consider the case when f(x) = 0.5x2. The objective
function becomes
Msc(x) = n
−1
n∑
i=1
dx∑
s=1
{
0.5c2s(xi) +∇xs(cs(xi))
}
,
which reduces to the original score matching (Hyva¨rinen, 2005). It can be extended
to the case where the data is on positive orthant (Hyva¨rinen, 2007). The objective
function becomesMsc(x) = n
−1
∑n
i=1
∑dx
s=1{2xsics(xi) + x2si(0.5cs(xi)2 +
∇xs(cs(xi)))}, where xsi is a s–th component of xi.
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3 FINCE and FISCORE
We propose estimation methods for unnormalized models with missing data: FINCE
(fractional imputation noise contrastive estimation) and FISCORE (fractional imputa-
tion score matching). For methods using MI, see Supplementary materials.
In this section, we focus on the MAR case, that is, Pr(δ = 1 | x) = Pr(δ =
1 | xobs). In Section 5, we discuss an extension to the case of missing not at random
(MNAR).
3.1 NCE with EM algorithm
We incorporate the EM algorithm to NCE. Though the score equation cannot be used
as in (2), an estimating equation such as the one in (4) can be used. The estimator for
θ is defined based on the solution to the following equation with respect to τ :
E[∇τZnc1(x; τ)|xobs; θ] +∇τZnc2(y; τ) = 0, (7)
where the expectation is taken with respect to the posterior predictivemodel p(xmis|xobs; θ):
p(x; θ)∫
p(x; θ)µ(dxmis)
=
p˜(x; θ)∫
p˜(x; θ)µ(dxmis)
. (8)
More specifically, the estimator is defined as the solution to
1
n
n∑
i=1
E[znc1(x; τ)|xi,obs; θ] + 1
n
n∑
j=1
znc2(yj ; τ) = 0. (9)
Note that the conditional expectation in (9) formally means
1
n
n∑
i=1
{δiznc1(xi; τ) + (1− δi)E[znc1(X ; τ)|xi,obs]} . (10)
This is because the dimension of xobs is different for each sample. Throughout this
paper, we implicitly assume this conversion following the convention in the literature
of missing data (Seaman et al., 2013).
Generally, it is difficult to analytically calculate the conditional expectation under
p(xmis|xobs; θ) in (9). In subsequent sections, we discuss how this problem can be
resolved. Here, assuming that the conditional expectation in (9) can be calculated
analytically, EM algorithm is described in Algorithm 1 to solve the equation (9):
Note that the third line of Algorithm 1 can be replaced with M-estimators. For
example, when f(x) = x log x, τˆt+1 is the solution to the minimizer of the following
function:
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
E[log q(x; τ)|xi,obs; θˆt] +

 1
n
n∑
j=1
r(yj ; τ)

 .
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Algorithm 1: NCE with EM algorithm
1 Take a set of n samples {yi}ni=1 from a(y) and initialize τˆ0
2 repeat
3 Solve the following equation and update the solution as τˆt+1:
E[Znc1(x; τ)|xobs; θˆt] + Znc2(y; τ) = 0.
4 until τˆt converges;
Moreover, when f(x) = x log x − (1 + x) log(1 + x), τˆt+1 is the solution to the
minimizer of the following function:
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
E
[
r(x)
r(x) + 1
|xi,obs; θˆt
]
− 1
n
n∑
j=1
1
r(yj) + 1
. (11)
The form (11) clearly explains the difference between Algorithm1 andVNCE (Rhodes and Gutmann,
2019). For the details, refer to the Supplementary materials.
3.2 NCE with fractional imputation (FINCE)
The challenge in using the EM algorithm is it is often infeasible to calculate the con-
ditional expectation analytically. Therefore, in the same spirit of FI (Kim, 2011), it is
natural to incorporate an importance sampling using a random variable with a density
b(x). The idea is ∫
u(x)p(xmis|xobs; θ)µ(dxmis)
=
∫
u(x)
p˜(xmis,xobs;θ)
b(xmis)
b(xmis)µ(dxmis)∫ p˜(xmis,xobs;θ)
b(xmis)
b(xmis)µ(dxmis)
.
for any function u(x). Using the above technique, we estimate E[Z1(x; τ)|xobs; θ] by
the importance sampling in (9). The estimator is defined as in Algorithm 2. Here,∝ in
the second step indicates a normalization so that the summation over k is equal to 1.
Generally, it is difficult to solve (12) directly. We can solve it with an EM approach
as shown in Algorithm 3. In the EM-style algorithm, the weights are fixed at every
step.
Note that Z–estimators in M–step can be replaced with M–estimators. For example,
when f(x) = x log x, M-step is the minimization of the following functionwith respect
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Algorithm 2: FINCE
1 Take a set ofm samples x∗ki,mis ∼ b(x) for each i with δi = 0 and take a set of n
samples from yj ∼ a(y) (1 ≤ k ≤ m, 1 ≤ j ≤ n).
2 Calculate the normalized weight: wik ∝ q(x∗ki ; τ)/b(x∗kmis), where
x∗ki = (xi,obs, x
∗k
mis). This means
wik(x; τ) =
q(x∗ki ; τ)/b(x
∗k
mis)∑m
k=1 q(x
∗k
i ; τ)/b(x
∗k
mis)
.
3 Solve the following equation with respect to τ :
0 =
(
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
znc1(x
∗k
i ; τ)wik(x; τ)
)
+ Znc2(y; τ) (12)
Algorithm 3: FINCE with EM algorithm
1 Take the same first step as before in Algorithm 2
2 repeat
3 W-Step: wik ∝ q(x∗ki ; τˆt)/b(x∗kmis)
4 M-step Update the solution to the following function with respect to τ as
τˆt+1:
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
znc1(x
∗k
i ; τ)wik + Znc2(y; τ) = 0.
5 until τˆt converges;
to τ :
− 1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
wik log q(x
∗k
i ; τ) +

 1
n
n∑
j=1
r(yj ; τ)

 . (13)
The choice of the noise and the auxiliary distribution is important. The noise dis-
tribution a(x) should be generally close to p(xmis, xobs; θ0), the auxiliary distribution
b(x) should be closer to p(xmis; θ0) in terms of statistical efficiency. When there are
complete data for some set of samples as in Section 6, moment matching can be used
to determine a(x) and b(x).
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3.3 Score matching with fractional imputation (FISCORE)
Score matching is defined in the form of M-estimators. Thus, the idea in Section 3.2
can similarly be incorporated when there are missing data. The estimator is defined as
the solution to the following equation with respect to θ:
E[Zsc(x; θ)|xobs; θ] = 0, Zsc(x; θ) = ∇θMsc(x; θ). (14)
However, the calculation of the conditional expectation can be challenging. By intro-
ducing the auxiliary density b(x), the above equation can be solved by an EM approach
as shown in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4: FISCORE with EM algorithm
1 Take a set ofm samples x∗ki,mis ∼ b(x) for each i with δi = 0
2 repeat
3 W-Step: wik ∝ p˜(x∗ki ; θˆt)/b(x∗kmis).
4 M-step: Update the solution to the minimizer of the following term with
respect to θ as θˆt+1:
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
wikmsc(x
∗k
i ; θ).
5 until τˆt converges;
4 Asymptotics and confidence intervals
We derive the asymptotic distributions of FINCE and FISCORE by extending results of
Wang and Robins (1998) and Kim (2011). Based on the asymptotic distributions, we
also construct confidence intervals, which enable hypothesis testing. This is an advan-
tage of the proposed methods compared with variational NCE (Rhodes and Gutmann,
2019).
4.1 FISCORE
First, we consider the case of FISCORE. Given an initial
√
n-consistent estimator θˆp
for θ, we obtain the imputed equation:
Zsc,m(θ|θˆp) = 1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
zsc(θ;x
∗k
i )w(x
∗k
i ; θˆp),
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where x∗ki = (xi,obs, x
∗k
i,mis), x
∗k
i,mis ∼ b(x),
w(x∗ki ; θ) =
p˜(x∗ki ; θ)/b(x
∗k
i,mis)∑m
k=1 p˜(x
∗k
i ; θ)/b(x
∗k
i,mis)
.
As an initial step, we consider the case m → ∞ irrespective of the size of n.
This result is easily applied to the case when m → ∞ as n → ∞. Refer to Supple-
mentary materials when m is finite. When m is infinity, the above imputed equation
Zsc,m(θ|θˆp) converges to
Z¯sc(θ|θˆp) = E[Zsc(θ)|xobs; θˆp].
We define the solution to Z¯sc(θ|θˆp) = 0 as θˆsc,∞. Ideally, when the EM algorithm
is solved analytically, the estimator is defined as the solution to Zsc,obs(xobs; θ) = 0,
where
Zsc,obs(xobs; θ) = E[Zsc(θ)|xobs; θ].
We define this solution as θˆs,f . Based on the theory of Z-estimators (van der Vaart,
1998), θˆs,f has the following asymptotic property:
Theorem 1 The term θˆs,f − θ0 is equal to
−E[∇θ⊤Zsc,obs(θ0)]−1Zsc,obs(θ0) + op(n−1/2).
The term θˆs,f − θ0 asymptotically converges to the normal distribution with mean 0
and variance I−11,scJ1,scI⊤−11,sc , where
I1,sc = E[∇θ⊤Zsc,obs(θ0)], J1,sc = Var[Zsc,obs(θ0)].
Next, consider the asymptotic variance of θˆsc,∞, and the corresponding result when
f(x) = 0.5x2. In the case of f(x) = 0.5x2, each term is specified more explicitly
because some terms cancel out using integration by parts.
Theorem 2 The term θˆsc,∞ − θ0 is equal to
(θˆsc,f − θ0) + I−13,scI2,sc(θˆp − θˆsc,f ) + op(n−1/2),
where
I3,sc = E[∇θ⊤Zsc(θ0)],
I2,sc = −E[Zsc(θ0)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ0)]
= −E[Cov[zsc(θ0),∇θ log p˜(x; θ0)|xobs]].
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Corollary 4.1 When f = 0.5x2 and the missing data mechanism is MAR, each term
becomes
zsc(θ) =
dx∑
s=1
{cs(x)∇θ(cs(x)) +∇xs(∇θcs(x))} ,
I2,sc = E [−cov[zsc(θ), log p˜(x; θ)|xobs]] |θ0 ,
I3,sc = E
[
dx∑
s=1
{∇θcs(x)⊗2}
]
|θ0 ,
I1,sc = I3,sc − I2,sc,
J1,sc = n−1Var[E[zsc(θ0)|xobs]].
In the proof of Theorem 2, we used the relation: I3,sc = I1,sc+I2,sc. This relation
corresponds to the missing information principle or Louis’ formula (Kim and Shao,
2013; Orchard and Woodbury, 1972; Louis, 1982) when the normalized model is used.
Specifically, when Zsc(θ) is a true score equation: Ssc(x; θ) = ∇θ log{p(x; θ)}, the
result is reduced to the one in Wang and Robins (1998). In this case, I3,sc,I1,sc and
I2,sc become
Icom = E[∇θ⊤Ssc(θ0)], Iobs = E[∇θ⊤Sobs(θ0)],
Imis = E[Smis(θ0)⊗2],
Smis(θ) = Ssc(θ)− E[Ssc(θ)|xobs; θ],
Sobs(θ) =
∫
Ssc(θ)µ(dxmis),
respectively, and the relation Icom = Iobs + Imis holds.
The term I−1comImis is often called the fraction of missing information (Kim and Shao,
2013). For the current problem, I−13,scI2,sc can be considered as an analog.
Writing θˆ(t) to be the t–th EM update of θ that is computed by solving Z¯sc(θ|θˆ(t−1)) =
0, we obtain the following Corollary.
Corollary 4.2 We have
θˆ(t) = θˆ(t−1) + {I−13,scI2,sc}t−1(θˆ(0) − θˆsc,f).
When the spectral radius of I−13,scI2,sc is less than 1, θˆ(t) converges to θˆsc,f .
Generally, it is difficult to prove that the spectral radius of I−13,scI2,sc is less than 1.
However, experimental results in Section 6 show that this algorithm converges.
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4.2 FINCE
Next, we consider the case of FINCE. Given an initial
√
n–consistent estimator τˆp, we
can obtain an imputed equation Znc,m(τ |τˆp):{
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
znc1(x
∗k
i ; τ)w(x
∗k
i ; τˆp)
}
+ Znc2(y; τ) = 0,
where w(x; τ) = q(x; τ)/b(x).
For the case wherem is infinity. Then, Znc,m(τ |τˆp) converges to Z¯nc(τ |τˆp);{
1
n
n∑
i=1
E[znc1(X ; τ)|xi,obs; τˆp]
}
+
1
n
n∑
j=1
znc2(yj ; τ).
Furthermore, when the EM algorithm can be solved analytically, the estimator is
defined as the solution to the following equation with respect to τ :
0 = Znc,obs(xobs,y; τ),
Znc,obs(τ) = E[Znc1(τ)|xobs; τ ] + Znc2(y; τ).
Here, we refer this solution to τˆnc,f . Similar to Theorem 1, we have the following
asymptotic property.
Theorem 3 The term τˆnc,f − τ0 converges to the normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance I−11,ncJ1,ncI⊤−11,nc ,
I1,nc = E[∇τ⊤Znc,obs(τ0)], J1,nc = Var[Znc,obs(τ0)].
Especially, in the case of the original NCE, each term is specified more explicitly
as follows because some terms cancel out. Refer to the Supplementary materials for
variance estimators based on this result.
Corollary 4.3 When the missing data mechanism is MAR and f(x) = x log x − (1 +
x) log(1 + x), all of the terms become as follows, where∇τ log q(x; τ) = v(x; τ) and
I1,nc = E
[
E
[
v(x; τ0)
1 + r0
|xobs
]
E
[
v(x; τ0)
⊤|xobs
]]
,
I3,nc = E
[
v(x; τ0)
⊗2
1 + r0
]
, r0 = q(x; τ0)/a(x),
J1,nc = n−1(varq[E[znc1(x; τ0)|xobs]]
+ vara[znc2(y; τ0)]),
znc1(τ) = −v(x; τ0)
1 + r0
, znc2(τ) =
rv(x; τ0)
1 + r0
.
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Actually, when f(x) = x log x, we can prove that {I−13,ncI2,nc}j tends to zero as j
tends to infinity.
Corollary 4.4 When f(x) = x log x, I1,nc and I3,nc become as follows:
I1,nc = E
[
E [v(x; τ0)|xobs]⊗2
]
,
I3,nc = E
[
v(x; τ0)
⊗2
]
.
Additionally, {I−13,ncI2,nc}j tends to zero as j tends to infinity.
Note when there is no missing data, NCE is more efficient than Monte Carlo MLE
(Uehara et al., 2018). On the other hand, when there is missing data, this statement
does not hold. However, the efficiency of the methods depends on the underlying
generating mechanism.
5 Some extensions
5.1 Extension to MNAR case
In general, the nonparametric identification condition does not hold in the MNAR case
(Robins and Ritov, 1997). However, assuming the existence of nonresponse instrument
and parametric models, the parameter can be identified in some cases (Kim and Kim,
2012;Wang et al., 2014). We hereafter assume the existence of nonresponse instrument
so that the parameter can be idenfitied.
To estimate the parameter under MNAR data, FISCORE and FINCE can be still
applied. First, we specify a propensity score model pi(δ|x;φ) for Pr(δ|x). For the case
of FISCORE, we want to solve the equation with respect to η:
E
[(
Zsc(x; θ)
∇φ log pi(δ|x;φ)
)
|xobs, δ; η
]
= 0, (15)
where the expectation is taken under t(xmis|xobs, δ; η) ∝ p(x; θ)pi(δ|x;φ), and η =
(θ, φ). Importantly, we can take care of the selection mechanism unlike in theMAR and
MCAR cases, because p(xmis|xobs) = p(xmis|δ, xobs) does not hold. The difference
is evident when we compare (15) with (14). Owing to MNAR, the first modification
is such that the selection mechanism pi(δ|x) appears when calculating the fractional
weight: wik ∝ p˜(x∗ki ; θˆt)pi(δi|x∗ki ; φˆt)/b(x∗kmis). The second modification is the score
of the propensity score model which is shown in (15).
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In the case of FINCE, let ζ = (τ⊤, φ⊤)⊤ and Znc(δ,x,y; ζ) be defined as an
augmented estimating equation:(
Znc(δ,x,y; τ)
∇φ log pi(δ|x;φ)
)
.
The algorithm is modified to solve the following equation with respect to ζ:
E
[(
Znc(δ,x,y; τ)
∇φ log pi(δ|x;φ)
)
|xobs, δ; ζ
]
= 0.
5.2 Extension to contrastive divergence methods
Although there are several variations of contrastive divergencemethods (Younes, 1989;
Tieleman, 2008), the basic idea is that θ is updated by adding the gradient of log-
likelihood log p(x; θ) with respect to θ:
1
n
n∑
i=1
∇θ log p˜(xi; θ)− Ep(x;θ)[∇θ log p˜(x; θ)],
multiplying some learning rate. When some data is not observed, the expected gradient
becomes
1
n
n∑
i=1
E[∇θ log p˜(xi; θ)|xi,obs; θ]− E[∇θ log p˜(x; θ)].
The expectation of the first term is taken under p(xmis|xobs; θ). It is possible to sample
from MCMC like (8) without involving doubly-intractable distributions (Mller et al.,
2006). Therefore, the gradient is approximated as
1
nm
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
∇θ log p˜(x∗ki ; θ)−
1
n
n∑
j=1
∇θ log p˜(yj ; θ),
where x∗ki ∼ p(xmis|xi,obs; θ) and yj ∼ p(y; θ). We refer the updating method using
the above gradient as MICD.
We can still use a FI approach for the approximation. By introducing an auxiliary
distribution with a density b(x), the gradient is approximated as
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
wik∇θ log p˜(x∗ki ; θ)−
1
n
n∑
j=1
∇θ log p˜(yj ; θ).
where x∗ki ∼ b(x), wik ∝ p˜(x∗ki ; θ)/b(x∗ki ), yj ∼ p(y; θ). We refer this approach to
FICD.
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Furthermore, by introducing a noise distribution with a density a(y) to prevent
using MCMC totally, the gradient is approximated as
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
wik∇θ log p˜(x∗ki ; θ)−
1
n
n∑
j=1
rj∇θ log p˜(yj ; θ),
where x∗ki ∼ b(x), wik ∝ p˜(x∗ki ; θ)/b(x∗ki ), yj ∼ a(y), and rj ∝ p˜(yj ; θ)/a(yj).
In this case, the gradient is essentially equivalent to the objective function of FINCE
when f(x) = x log x by profiling-out c.
6 Simulation results
We present some simulation results to show the performance of FINCE and FISCORE
under the following two settings: (1) truncated normal distribution with missing data
including MNAR case and (2) truncated Gaussian graphical models with missing data.
6.1 Truncated normal distribution
Consider a truncated normal distribution: φ(x; Σ−1) = exp(−0.5x⊤Σ−1x)I(x > 0)
where Σ is a 2 by 2 matrix parameter and x = (x1, x2) is a two-dimensional vec-
tor. Assume x1 is fully observed; however, x2 is subject to missingness. The random
variable δ is binary; if δ = 1, x2 is not missing, and if δ = 0, x2 is subject to missing-
ness. We performed simulations under two settings using a R-package developed by
Genz et al. (2018). In both cases, the parameter values under the missing data models
are chosen so that the overall missing rates are about 30%.
• MAR : Pr(δ = 1|x) = 1/[1 + exp{−(x1 − 0.9)/0.3}] and
Σ =
(
2 1.3
1.3 2.0
)
.
• MNAR :Pr(δ = 1|x) = 1/[1+exp{−(x2−µ)/σ}]where µ = 0.9 and σ = 0.2,
and the same Σ as in the first setting.
We compared the following estimators:
• COMP: This estimator uses an NCE based on complete data only. We used a
truncated distribution as an auxiliary distribution and noise distribution.
• FINCE: This estimator uses an FINCE withm = 100.
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Table 1: Monte Carlo median square error and bias
MAR
n COMP FINCE FISCORE
500 (bias) 0.29 0.03 0.03
(mse) 0.040 0.024 0.021
1000 (bias) 0.25 0.02 0.02
(mse) 0.032 0.015 0.011
NMAR
n Comp FINCE FISCORE
500 (bias) 0.33 0.18 0.12
(mse) 0.041 0.027 0.021
1000 (bias) 0.24 0.14 0.14
(mse) 0.039 0.020 0.012
• FISCORE: This estimator uses an FISCORE with m = 100. In this case, we
used a score matching for a truncated tensity (Hyva¨rinen, 2007). See Supple-
mentary materials for details.
We do not compare them with variational NCE because it does not take into account a
MNAR case and does not give a confidence interval.
Table 6.1 shows the results of Monte Carlo median of absolute bias and square
errors. The results revealed that COMP leads to the significant bias. This outcome
is expected because using only complete cases leads to the bias in the case of MAR,
although it it not in the case of MCAR (Little and Rubin, 2002). On the other hand, it is
shown that FINCE and FISCORE are consistent estimators. Though the performance
of FISCORE is better than that of FINCE in this experiment, by increasing the number
of auxiliary samples, it is expected that the efficiency of FINCE will be improved.
We also constructed a 95%confidence interval based on the variance estimators in
Supplementary materials. Table 2 shows the result of the coverage rate.
Table 2: Coverage rate under Setting 1
n FINCE FISCORE
500 94% 89%
1000 94% 92%
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6.2 Truncated Gaussian graphical model
Next, we consider the estimation of the truncated Gaussian graphical model (GGM)
considered in Lin et al. (2016) with missing data.
LetG = (V,E) be an undirected graphwhereV = {1, · · · , d}. Then, the truncated
GGM with graphG is defined as p(x | Σ) ∝ exp (−0.5x⊤Σ−1x) (x ∈ Rd+), where
Σ ∈ Rd×d is a positive definite matrix satisfying (Σ−1)ij = 0 for (i, j) 6∈ E. Similar
to the original GGM (Lauritzen, 1996), Xi and Xj are conditionally independent on
the other variables Xk (k 6= i, j) if (i, j) 6∈ E. Here, we estimate G by using the
confidence intervals of the entries of Σ−1.
We generated n = 1000 independent samples {xi}ni=1 from a truncated GGM
(6.2) with d = 10 and theG given in the top panel of Figure 1. Namely, there are three
clusters (x1, x2, x3), (x4, x5, x6), and (x7, x8, x9) of three variables and one isolated
variable x10. We set all the diagonal entries of Σ
−1 to 1 and all the nonzero off-
diagonal entries of Σ−1 to 0.5. We introduced missing values on x3, x6 and x9 by
using the following MAR mechanism: for k = 1, 2, 3, random vector ck ∈ R10 was
generated by (ck)3 = (ck)6 = (ck)9 = 0 and (ck)j ∼ N(0, 1) (j 6= 3, 6, 9) and then
x3k was missed with the probability 1/(3 + exp(c
⊤
k x)). The proportion of complete
data was about 40%.
Then, we fitted the truncated GGM (6.2) to {xi}ni=1 by using FINCE and FIS-
CORE with 100 imputations. We used N(0, 2) truncated to the positive orthant as the
proposal distribution for missing entries. In FINCE, we generatedn = 1000 noise sam-
ples {yi}ni=1 from the product of the coordinate-wise exponential distributions with the
same mean as {xi}ni=1.
We determined the graph G by collecting all edges (i, j) such that the 95 % con-
fidence interval of (Σ−1)ij did not include zero. Figure 1 shows the result of one
realization.
We calculated the proportions of falsely selected edges (false positive) and falsely
unselected edges (false negative) in 100 realizations. The results are given in Table 3.
It shows that the coverage probabilities of the confidence intervals are approximately
equal to 95% in both FINCE and FISCORE.
Table 3: Proportions of false positive and false negative
FINCE FISCORE
FP 10.5% 6.4%
FN 12.6% 23.3%
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truth
FINCE
FISCORE
Figure 1: Selected graphs
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7 Conclusion
We have proposed estimation methods for unnormalized models with missing data:
FINCE and FISCORE. The proposed methods are computationally efficient, valid un-
der generel missing mechanisms, and enable statistical inference using the confidence
intervals.
In this study, we focus on NCE and score matching. It is an interesting future work
to investigate the theory of FICD (fractional imputation with contrastive divergence)
and its application to large scale problems. An extension of the recently developed sta-
tistically efficient estimators for unnormalized models (Uehara et al., 2019) to missing
data setting is another interesting future problem.
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A Summary of notations
Table 4: Summary of notations
g(x) True density
a(x) Auxiliary density
b(x) Noise distribution
n Sample size
p˜(x; θ) Unnormalized model
p(x; θ) Normalized model
q(x; τ) One-parameter extended model
xobs , xmis Observed data and missing data
r(x) q(x; τ)/a(x) or p˜(x; θ)/a(x)
Pr(δ|x, φ) Selection probability
pi(δ|x, φ) Propensity score model
η (θ, φ)
ζ (τ, φ)
Msc Loss function of score matching
Zsc Estimating equation of score matching
Mnc,Mnc1,Mnc2 Loss function of NCE
Znc, Znc1, Znc2 Estimating equation of NCE
p(x; θ) Normalized model of p˜(x; θ)
t(xmis; η) Posterior p(x; θ)pi(δ|x;φ)
θ0 True θ
x
(∗k)
i Imputed data
t(x)⊗2 t(x)t(x)⊤
ηˆp Initial estimator
ηˆsc,f Estimator by FISCORE and MISCORE
ηˆnc,f Estimator by FINCE and MINCE
µ Baseline measure
cs(x; θ) ∇xs log p˜(x; θ)
B Proof
To keep the clarity of the main points of this section, we will not specify regularity
conditions. For details, see Chapter 5 in van der Vaart (1998).
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Proof of Theorem 2. First, we have
Z¯sc(θ|θˆp) = Zsc,obs(θ) + E[Zsc,mis|xobs; θˆp],
where Zsc,mis = Zsc(θ)− Zsc,obs(θ). By Taylor expansion, we have
E[Zsc,mis|xobs; θˆp] = E[Zsc,mis(θ0)|xobs; θ0] + E[Zsc,mis(θ)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ)|xobs; θ0]|θ0(θˆp − θ0)
+ op(n
−1/2).
Therefore,
Z¯sc(θ0|θˆp) = Zsc,obs(θ0)− I2,sc(θˆp − θ0) + op(n−1/2)
= −I1,sc(θˆs,f − θ0)− I2,sc(θˆp − θ0) + op(n−1/2) (16)
= (−I1,sc − I2,sc)(θˆs,f − θ0)− I2,sc(θˆp − θˆs,f ) + op(n−1/2),
where
I1,sc = E[∇θ⊤Zsc,obs(θ0)],
I2,sc = −E[E[Zsc,mis(θ0)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ0)]]
= −E[E[zsc,mis(θ0)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ0)]]
= −E[zsc,mis(θ0)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs)]
= −E[cov[zsc,mis(θ0),∇θ⊤ log p˜(xmis|xobs; θ0)]|xobs; θ0].
From the first line to the second line (16), we used E[Zsc,mis(θ0)|xobs; θ0] = 0 and
Theorem 1.
In addition, since θˆsc,∞ is the solution to Z¯sc(θ|θˆp). Then,
0 = Z¯sc(θˆsc,∞|θˆp)
= Z¯sc(θ0|θˆp) + E[∇θ⊤Zsc(θ0)|xobs; θˆp](θˆsc,∞ − θ0) + op(n−1/2)
= Z¯sc(θ0|θˆp) + I3,sc(θˆsc,∞ − θ0) + op(n−1/2),
where
I3,sc = E[∇θ⊤Zsc(θ0)].
Therefore, we get
(θˆsc,∞ − θ0) = −I−13,sc{(−I1,sc − I2,sc)(θˆsc,f − θ0)− I2,sc(θˆp − θˆsc,f)} + op(n−1/2),
= (θˆsc,f − θ0) + I−13,scI2,sc(θˆp − θˆsc,f) + op(n−1/2).
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From the first line to the second line of the last equation, we used the relation I3,sc =
I1,sc + I2,sc. This is proved by
I1,sc + I2,sc = E[∇θ⊤(E[Zsc(θ)|xobs; θ])]− E[E[Zsc,mis(θ0)∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ0)|xobs; θ0]]
= E[∇θ⊤Zsc(θ0)] = I3,sc.
Proof of Corollary 4.1. Notingmsc(θ) =
∑dx
s=1 0.5c
2
s(x)+∇xs(cs(x)), the term
zsc(θ) is
zsc(θ) =
dx∑
s=1
{cs(x)∇θ(cs(x)) +∇xs(∇θcs(x))} .
E[∇θzsc,obs(θ)]|θ0 = E[∇θ{E[zsc(θ)|xobs; θ]}]|θ0
=E[∇θzsc(θ)]|θ0 + E[E[zsc(θ){∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ)}|xobs; θ0]]|θ0
=E[∇θzsc(θ)]|θ0 + E[zsc(θ){∇θ⊤ log p(xmis|xobs; θ)}]|θ0 ,
where∇θ log p(xmis|xobs; θ) is
∇θ log p˜(x; θ)− E[∇θ log p˜(x; θ)|xobs; θ].
So, the above is equal to
E[∇θzsc(θ)]|θ0 + E[Cov[zsc(θ),∇θ log p˜(x; θ)|xobs]]|θ0 .
In addition,
E[∇θzsc(θ)]|θ0 = E
[
dx∑
s=1
{∇θcs(x)∇θ⊤cs(x) + cs(x)∇θθ⊤cs(x) +∇xs(∇θθ⊤cs(x))}
]
|θ0
= E
[
dx∑
s=1
{∇θcs(x)}⊗2
]
|θ0 .
From the second line to the third line, we used a partial integration trick, which is a
core concept of score matching.
Proof of Corollary 4.3.
First, we calculate J1,nc. By noting the sampling mechanism of full data is a
stratified sampling, this is calculated as follows:
n−1(varq[E[znc1(x; τ0)|xobs]] + vara[znc2(y; τ0)]).
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Next, we calculate I1,nc:
I1,nc = E[∇τ⊤Znc,obs(τ)]|τ0 = E[∇τ⊤znc,obs(τ)]|τ0 = E[∇τ⊤{E[znc(x, y; τ)|xobs; τ ]}]|τ0
= E[∇τ⊤znc(x, y; τ)]|τ0 + E[znc(x, y; τ){∇τ⊤ log q¯(xmis|xobs; τ)}]|τ0 (17)
= I3,nc − I2,nc. (18)
where
q¯(xmis|xobs; τ) = q(xmis, xobs; τ)/
∫
q(xmis, xobs; τ)µ(dxmis).
By some algebra, the first term in (18) is
I3,nc = E[∇τ⊤znc(x, y; τ)]|τ0 = E
[∇τ log q(x; τ0)⊗2
1 + r
]
|τ0 .
In addition, the second term in (18) is
I2,nc = −E[znc(x, y; τ){∇τ⊤ log q¯(xmis|xobs; τ)}]|τ0
= −E[E[znc1(x; τ)|xobs]{∇τ⊤ log q¯(xmis|xobs; τ)}]|τ0
= −E[cov[znc1(x; τ),∇τ log q(x; τ)|xobs]]
= I3,nc − E
[
E
[∇τ log q(x; τ0)
1 + r
|xobs
]
E [∇τ⊤ log q(x; τ0)|xobs]
]
.
Therefore, adding the first and the second term in (18), we get
I1,nc = E
[
E
[∇τ log q(x; τ0)
1 + r
|xobs
]
E [∇τ⊤ log q(x; τ0)|xobs]
]
.
Proof of Corollary 4.4. By some algebra, as in the proof of Corollary 4.3, we
obtain
I1,nc = E
[
E [∇τ log q(x; τ0)|xobs]⊗2
]
,
I3,nc = E
[∇τ log q(x; τ0)⊗2] .
So, noting that I3,nc is a positive definite matrix, and I3,nc and I1,nc are symmetric
matrices, we can express I3,nc = RR⊤ and I1,nc = RΛR⊤ using a nonsingularmatrix
R (Rao, 2008). Because I3,nc−I1,nc is a positive matrix from Jensen’s inequality, each
element in Λ is less than 1. Then, we get
I−13,ncI2,nc = I−13,nc(I3,nc − I1,nc) = R−1(I − Λ)R.
Finally,
(I−13,ncI2,nc)j = R−1(I − Λ)jR.
Therefore, {I−13,ncI2,nc}j converges to zero as j tends to infinity.
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C Comparison between FINCE and VNCE
Here, we compare FINCE and variational NCE (VNCE) (Rhodes and Gutmann, 2019).
The form (11) clearly shows the difference between the estimator proposed in this
paper and VNCE (Rhodes and Gutmann, 2019). Mainly, there are two differences: (1)
VNCE attempts to maximize the observed likelihood directly, whereas FINCE attempts
to solve the observed estimating equation, (2) VNCE assumes that the dimension of
a(x) is the same as the dimension of xobs, whereas FINCE assumes that the dimension
of a(x) is the same as the dimension of x.
More specifically, an ideal objective function in VNCE is
argmax
s
JVNCE(τ, s(xmis)) = JVNCE(τ, q(xmis|xobs))
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
E

log

 11 + q(xmis|xi,obs)a(xi,obs)q(xmis,xi,obs)

 |xi,obs

+ 1
n
n∑
j=1
log
{
a(yj)
a(yj) + E[q(yj, yj,mis)|yj ]
}
=
1
n
n∑
i=1
log
{
q(xi,obs)
q(xi,obs) + a(xi,obs)
}
+
1
n
n∑
j=1
log
{
a(yj)
a(yj) + q(yj)
}
, (19)
where q(xobs) =
∫
q(xmis, xobs)µ(dxmis). On the other hand, the objective function
of our proposed estimator is (11). In general, the efficiencies of the two objective
function are not directly comparable. In terms of inferences, our proposed methods
(FINCE, FISCORE) are more effective than VNCE because in VNCE, it is difficult to
achieve the upper bound in (19). In terms of the scalability, VNCE is more scalable
than the proposed methods because VNCE does not require any sampling methods.
D Inference of FISCORE whenm is fixed
We consider an asymptotic result of FISCORE when m is fixed. Actually, the es-
timating equation Zsc,m is not unbiased estimator for Z¯sc because a self normal-
izing importance sampling is used rather than importance sampling (Owen, 2013).
This means that the derived estimator is theoretically not consistent; however, prac-
tically, a self normalized importance sampling is preferable to importance sampling
because of its robustness. Here, we consider the case when the weight is defined as
w(x|xobs) = p(xmis|xobs; θ0)/b(x).
As in the proof of Theorem 2, we have
θˆsc,m − θ0 = −I−13,scZsc,m(θ0|θˆp) + op(n−1/2) (20)
This term is decomposed into two terms: −I−13,scZ¯sc(θ0|θˆp) and−I−13,sc{Zsc,m(θ0|θˆp)−
Z¯sc(θ0|θˆp)}. These two terms in (20) are independent. The first term is equal to
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θˆsc,∞− θ0, of which the asymptotic property is shown in Theorem 2. The second term
converges to the normal distributionwith mean 0 and varianceI−13,scE[Varb{Zsc,m(θ0|θˆp)}]I⊤−13,sc .
Theorem 4 When θˆp = θˆsc,f , the asymptotic variance of θˆsc,m is equal to
I−11,scJ1,scI⊤−11,sc +m−1I−13,scJ2,scI⊤−13,sc ,
where w(x|xobs) = p(xmis|xobs; θ0)/b(x) and
J2,sc = n−1E[Eb(xmis)[w2(x){zsc(θ0)⊗2}|xobs]]− n−1E[E[zsc(θ0)|xobs]⊗2].
E Extension to multiple imputation: MISCORE and
MINCE
Multiple imputationwas originally developedwith Bayesian flavor (Rubin, 1987; Meng,
1994). In this paper, we consider frequentist MI rather than Bayesian MI (Tsiatis,
2006) to avoid the additional computation. In addition, it is shown that frequen-
tist MI is asymptotically more efficient than Bayesian MI (Wang and Robins, 1998;
Robins and Wang, 2000).
InMI, the crucial assumption is that the sample can be obtained from p(xmis|xobs; θ).
When the missing data mechanism is MAR, it is easy to sample from p(xmis|xobs; θ)
using the MCMC based on (8). The algorithm is described as in Algorithm 5. In this
paper, this approach is referred to as MISCORE.MINCE is also defined similarly. Nev-
ertheless, we do not recommend Algorithm 5 for the practical reason of its instability
and computational burden.
Algorithm 5:MISCORE
1 repeat
2 W-step: Take a set ofm samples from x∗kmis ∼ p(xmis|xobs; θˆt) using
MCMC for each i
3 M-step: Update the solution to the minimizer of the following term with
respect to θ as θˆt+1:
1
nm
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
msc(x
∗k
i ; θ).
4 until τˆt converges;
Dues to the challenges associated with Algorithm 5, we recommend the following
algorithm. This algorithm is similar to the one in Levine and Casella (2001). In the
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Table 5: Monte Carlo median square error and bias
Setting 1
n MINCE MISCORE
500 (bias) 0.15 0.10
(mse) 0.037 0.024
1000 (bias) 0.13 0.12
(mse) 0.030 0.020
original MISCORE, a set of samples is generated at every step. This requires tremen-
dous computational cost and causes instability. In Algorithm 6, by constructing a
√
n–
consistent estimator based on FISCORE at each step and updating by MISCORE one
time, this limitation is overcome.
Algorithm 6: One step MISCORE
1 repeat
2 Do W-step and M-step in Algorithm 2 (FISCORE)
3 until τˆt converges;
4 Do W-step and M-step in Algorithm 5 (MISCORE)
Table 4 illustrates the experimental result. We generated a set of 50 samples for
each i using MCMC in the last step. Compared with FINCE and FISCORE, the per-
formance of one step MISCORE is worse. Perhaps, more step is needed.
The asymptotic property is obtained as follows.
Corollary E.1 When θˆp = θˆsc,f and m is fixed, the asymptotic variance of θˆsc,∞ is
equal to
I−11,scJ1,scI⊤−11,sc +m−1I−13,scJ2,scI⊤−13,sc ,
where
J2,sc = n−1{E[zsc(θ0)⊗2]− E[E[zsc(θ0)|xobs]⊗2]},
and other terms are the same as in Theorem 2.
Proof of Corollary E.1. We just replace b(xmis)with p(xmis|xobs; θ0) in Theorem
4.
Finally, there are two things to note about MISCORE and MINCE. When the
missing data mechanism is MNAR, we have to sample from p˜(xmis|xobs, δ; η) ∝
p˜(xmis|xobs; θ)pi(δ|xmis, xobs;φ). In this case, the distribution becomes a doubly-
intractable distribution (Mller et al., 2006; Murray et al., 2006), and it is generally
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difficult to sample. Secondly, when we use a Bayesian multiple imputation assum-
ing the prior distribution ρ(θ), even if the missing mechanism is MAR, we have to
sample from p˜(xmis, θ|xobs) ∝ p˜(xmis, xobs; θ)ρ(θ). Often, data augmentation is uti-
lized for this purpose (Tanner and Wong, 1987). However, even if the data augmenta-
tion is applied, we still have to deal with doubly–intractable distributions to calculate
Pr(θ|x) ∝ ρ(θ)p(x; θ).
F Variance estimators of FISCORE and FINCE
F.1 FISCORE
The variance estimator of FISCORE in the case of Corollary 4.1 is defined as follows:
Iˆ−11,scJˆ1,scIˆ⊤−11,sc |θˆ, where
Iˆ1,sc = 1
n
n∑
i=1
{Iˆ1,sc1(xi,obs) + Iˆ1,sc2(xi,obs)− Iˆ1,sc3(xi,obs)},
Iˆ1,sc1(xi,obs) =
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)
(
dx∑
s=1
∇θcs(x∗ki )
)⊗2
,
Iˆ1,sc2(xi,obs) =
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)zsc(x
∗k
i )∇θ⊤ log p˜(x∗ki ; θ),
Iˆ1,sc3(xi,obs) =
(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)zsc(x
∗k
i )
)(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)∇θ⊤ log p˜(x∗ki ; θ)
)
,
Jˆ1,sc = 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)zsc(x
∗k
i ; θ)− z¯
)⊗2
,
z¯ =
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)zsc(x
∗k
i ; θ),
zsc(θ) =
dx∑
s=1
{cs(x)∇θ(cs(x)) +∇xs(∇θcs(x))} , cs(x; θ) = ∇xs log p˜(x; θ).
Next, consider an objective function and a variance estimator in truncated exponen-
tial family cases (Hyva¨rinen, 2007). Assume that p˜(x; θ) is given by
log p˜(x; θ) =
dx∑
k=1
θkFk(x).
Let us denote two matrices: dθ × dx matrix K1(x) with elements ∇xbFa (1 ≤ a ≤
dθ, 1 ≤ b ≤ dx) and dθ × 1 matrix, Ki,2(x) with elements ∇∇xiFa (1 ≤ a ≤ dx).
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The objective function is written as n−1
∑n
i=1 zsc,t(xi; θ).
zsc,t(x; θ) = 0.5θ
⊤K1(x)K1(x)
⊤θ + θ⊤
dx∑
i=1
Ki,2(x).
The variance estimator is obtained almost in the same by replacing zsc(x)with zsc,t(x).
The only modification is
Iˆ1,sc1(xi,obs) =
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; θ)K1(x
∗k
i )K1(x
∗k
i )
⊤.
F.2 FINCE
The variance estimator of FINCE in the case of Corollary 4.3 is defined as follows:
Iˆ−11,ncJˆ1,ncIˆ⊤−11,nc |τˆ , where
Iˆ1,nc = 1
n
n∑
i=1
(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; τ)
∇τ log q(x∗ki ; τ)
1 + q(x∗ki )/a(x
∗k
i )
)(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; τ)∇τ⊤ log q(x∗ki ; τ)
)
,
Jˆ1,nc = Jˆ1,nc1 + Jˆ1,nc2,
Jˆ1,nc1 = 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; τ)znc1(x
∗k
i ; τ)− z¯nc1
)⊗2
,
Jˆ1,nc2 = 1
n(n− 1)
n∑
i=1
(znc2(yi; τ) − z¯nc2)⊗2 ,
z¯nc1 =
1
n
n∑
i=1
m∑
k=1
w(x∗ki ; τ)znc1(x
∗k
i ; τ), z¯nc2 =
1
n
n∑
j=1
znc2(yj ; τ),
znc1(τ) = −∇τ log q(x; τ)
1 + r
, znc2(τ) =
r∇τ log q(x; τ)
1 + r
.
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